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A. INTRODUCIlON

Capital One 'Bank was granted a summary judgment in the action it brought against Ms. Lukashin, 

appearing pro se, regi)rding an alleged credit card debt Ms Lukashin appeais the decision on the

grounds of non-compliance with CR 56(e) and Bridges/ Ryan standard, as well as serious misconduct by

the counsel of the opposing party, including

s bseque

using an affidavit considerably predating introduction of

ntly procured busirloSs records it was alleged to identify, Plagiarizing from an unpublished

Court of Appeals opinion that dealt with an easily distinguishable case, and citing t hat same opinion

during summary judgment arguments in open court, Ms. Lukashin believes that some of the misconduct

was so serious that it wouid warrant disbarment as the presumptive sanction under ABA Standards for

iniPosing Lawyer Sanctions. She will also argue as to whether courts should impose sanctions equal to

reasonable attorney fees where equitable grounds related to bad faith conduct would warrant attorney

fees were a pro se litigant represented by an attorney. Ms. Lukashin is requesting that the summary

judgment be vacated and the case be remanded to the Superior Court with instructions to dismiss under

unclean hands or equitable estoppel dottr ine, as well as that costs and fees, in addition to reasonable

expenses and sanctions in the amount of imputed reasonable attorney fees (to be estimated by the

court) be awarded to her both on appeal and for the original proceedings, 

B. ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR

1. The Court erred by admitting into evidence the copies of alleged billing statement filed/ served with

the motion for summary judgment, as Capital One used the same affidavit a year earlier as part of its

default judgment nnotioni and the newly introduCed/ Protureti copies of billin8 statements were not

originally attached to served with that affidavit
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2. The Court erred by grantf g the summary jud ment gas to;iiability, as Capital One has not complied, 

with CR 56(e) requirement that
r<...

c:opi • of ali papers of parts thereof referred to ars afffd vit shall be

attached thereto csr served thermith »>by having the Affidavit mention " Cu Agreement" yet

failing cyvide a signed or unsigned copy of this docum t. 

3. The Court erred in gran. ng the €umrr r̀ary judgment as to th - nount, as Capital One has ?got provided

a complete set cif trilling staterr3onts, the judgment amount is mater €ally different from <the one stated in

the affidavit, ar d without a complete record bf transactions it is imoossible to deterraai e the xictual

a mount owed, if and+; 

4. The Cour ed when it rued th t Bridges /Ryan standard did not fully apply in the instant action; 

ro =lying on a misinterpretation that Ms.;Lukashin admitted the requisite elements that would ther'wi, 

edded to be proven under Bridges /Ryan by the wording of her Answer, 

5. The Court erred w it declined to sanctron Cap'stai One> e ounsel on the basis of or had stn

several of l r'Is, Lukash ln' s notions despite such motions citing specific instances of RPCar court rule

violations and provicfln >relevar t €egal' authority, 

6. The Court erred when it denied Ms. Lukashin' s rtaotion fcrr reconsid isconduct by

tai On coun sel related to motion for summary judtp cnt pleadinhsfheann promptly brought 'tr

the Court' s attention by Ms. Lukash inr >.to ether with the showing not only that business records the. 

Court relied on were not'' properly identified but a €so that Capital One failed to comply even with plain

red to in thelan age r quirririent of C R 56( e) by not providing a copy of the Customer ecru

davit Given the grave nature of bad faith conduct of the opposing party, the Court shorn

vacated its Jant,ary 06, 2012 orders, denied the motion for summary jud rraent, and, viewing bad faith

conduct of the opposing party in its entirety, granted Ms. I kashin' s mot on to dismiss rfder ter. 

hands duct xe. 



C: 15.5l.JE5P6RTAINil. T0,17). A,554NMENT OF ERROR

L. Did the court abuse its discretion when admitting into evidence and relying on the newly procured

copies of billing statements accompanied by the original affidavit that predates their introduction by

more than a year and does not specifically refer to any copies of Wing statements? 

Lb. Did Capital One or its counsel engage in substantive bad faith conduct and/ or RPC Tthisle 3 or 4

violations when submitting, as part of summary judgment motion, the original affidavit, purporting, in

its pleadings, that the affidavit properly identifies such business records in compliance with

RCW 5. 45. 020? 

2. Does CR 56(e) necessitate strict compliance with the requirement that copies of all documents

mentioned in the affidavit are provided before a summary judgment motion can be granted? 

3. Did the Court abuse its discretion when it awarded a judgment in the "New Balance" amount shown

on a 2008 statement when complete records were not provided and when the record shows several

payments in full? 

4. Did the Court err in holding that Bridges/ Ryan did not fully apply in the instant action when denying

the motion to reconsider despite not relying on the alleged admission in the defendant' s answer when

ruling on the motion for summary judgment? 

5. Did the Court err in denying or striking Ms. Lukashin' s motions for sanctions, including CR 56(g) 

motion [CP 144- L48]. two CR 11 motions (CP 2R7- 291., 359-3631„ CJC Rule 2. 15 motion ECP 336- 340), and

LCR 5( d)( 1) motion [CP 383- 385]? 

6. Did the Court err in dertyMg Ms. Lukashin' s motion for reconsideraton, especially in light of the

additional alleged m:-;conduct pointed out to the Court by Ms. Lukashin since January 6, 20:12 hearing, 

and in light that Ms. Lukashin appeared pro se? 
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STATEMENT OFTi E , A

ills. >Lukashl briefly surd r gar# r sai n events of the case reieva . 

happy tc sUppien

appe . he utrouid be

t based on any gu#idar l e the Court would choose t prov =ide, 

On .April 20, 2010, Ms. Lukashin was :Served with unfiled summons and complaint, plai t. Hav ng asce tai

that rya lawsuit has been actually filed,; Ms. Lukashin seat a >short letter dated May 4, 2010 disputing tfe

debt and requesting valid ton to Mark T. case, the':attorrr y signing tfr emplaint, to .S t

Hammers PC) Box address, recr itxirrg no response to the letter. in June 2010, Ms. Lukash:n moved to a

new residence

Ace ordir g to court "t recorrds, Summons and Complaint were eventually filed on s ctober':: 8, 2010 ' CP 7 8; 

CP 9-.1.1]. On November , 20:10, Ms. Lukash €r3 received Motion and Declaration of mesa rlt lrrd' r rent

filed on October 27, 20 :10 MCP 16-231 which has beer forwarded to her new address. In the way f

proof, it included: Affidavit by Jamie Wi €liarns dated April 16, 201€1 [ CP 19- 201 and attached alleged WI g

staterhent`for the p̀eri d ending August 24, 2009 showing me consumer- initiated activity, as well as

67: 71, in €r terest`charges and additional $. in fees. [ CP 211, On November 19 2010, tyre morning of

the scheduled hearing,, Ms. Lukashin faxed her Anal rr [ CP 26-3 try 5utfell & Hammer. in addition, her

representative delivered another py to a counsel with that law ` ire r in the c urtroo . The hearlrr; was

stricken by the court as a reswit. [ CP 251

On January 21, 201.1, Ms. Lukas rin an

judiciai assista

pr viding any notice t

notice of appearance pro

souse appeared for the eduied status conference at tl e

ut that' Capit &t One' s 'counsel continued it to a rater date without': 

kashin Beforeleaving the courthouse on that date, Ms, Lukashin filed the

P 321., 



Capita, 3r e continued two more conferences wlthc ut notifying Ms. tukashin, which led to her filing

roe to compensate CP 1.40441] which was heard on December 2, 2011. in open t.ourt, t. Filer, 

Capita One' s counsel, stated that contir uances took place because "'.. we' re in the process of;obtai' 

doc . rner ts` >because the defendant filed - answer." [ RP 14], further clarifying that: We said we were in

the < r f getting more do: urner is because of recent . se €a% hich;was made." [ RP 16] 

On October,27, 2011. Ca nal One filed its Motion for Su ry iudgment [CP 43448], 

documents we ostensir. 

who then fried a rrotiox3 io strike or deny on Nov

As t" e

ed to the previous address, they were never- received by Ms, i ukashin, 

22, 2611 [ Cep 142. 143], resuking in the summary

judgment t-noti being re noted for January .: 012 hear `iE € gig date. The tior? for summar . ed rr ent

included a : opy of

8

ending rnber`2̀4, 2008 : r d listing the " Ne

pages of a leged

rigi al davit by +Jarr?ie lldri r} dated April 16, 2010 IC 474 and. 

lsng statements, w7 €th the

On Deter

lance" 44

r-ovided' beii r the period

2011, s. tukashin filed a response o the motion for sur3amary judgment CP 2

7], pointing out the proble with using the affidavit to identify' purports

the fact ti

business. rec

ement5 provided were not sufficient` to .ascertain the current balance on the yccot

and that a copy -if the alleged

not met £CP 292- 293]. 

provided so that Bridg s "and /or;. Ryan standards

On DeDecember 50.,'2011, Capital' One filed a reply [ P307— irk tiu ch counsel >plagiarized the entire

ANALYS1 t., section from 'the unpubiish ad Plumb o€ in ion. as as painstakingly shown by Ms. l uka:shin

later, once' she became aware of this, in her se ion for Cg 11 sanctions [ CP 559. 363], also reefing

that ,;piagiarism was the ca rse of Iowa Supreme Court suspending an attorney ,òr at least 6 months i 3

0 2 ( thus bein a serious ethical violation), plus, by doing so counsel effective y iolated RAP :Gff

14, 1( a) prohibition and effectivi ty m sre,oresented facts in the instant action to the court, as that



opinion was written for a deceptively similar yet clearly distinguishable case, '6' s W S also shown by M. 

Luk-ashin in the motion and in item 5 of the brief M support of motion for reconsideration [ CP 3$ 2- 354]- 

On January 06, 2012: the court heard several motions, including Defendant' s Motion to Dismiss and

Plaintiff' s Motion for Summary Judgment, denying motion to dismiss on all five grounds listed and

granting summary judgment motion in tile amount of 52,058-44 plus CostS less the $150 offset (awarded

on Ms. Lukashinis motion to compensate). Dining oral argUrnents, Mr. Filer cited and thscussed the

Plumb case, •despite explicit timely objection by defendant [ RP 43], without drawing any distinctions

between the instarit action and the Plumb case, Mr. Filer & so acknowledged the need to meet the

Bridges standard in response to the Court question whether there was enough to meet the Bridges

stndard [ RP 41]. Mr, Filer admitted that -''They don' t acknowledge that they actually have this acorn

which would be enough." fRP 41] and then proceeded discussing the criteria, also mentioning Ryan.. 

claiming that the evidence provided is ' enough of itself more than two years of statements to

proceed with motion for summary judgment' [ RP 42], 

When the Court asked what Capital One was seeking in terms of money judgment, Mr. Filer stated that

my client wouki be willing just to take the amount that was listed in the last payment the billing

statement„? fl1P 46-47] and ",...my client would be willing to take the amount fisted in the last billing

statement of 2008 and forego the additional interest.„" [ RP 47]. Defendant pointed out that going with

the amount on a 2008 statement, even if the facts were assumed in light most favorable to plaintiffs

would not be proper, especially since record indicates two payments in full (zero balance) and one

payment of $1, 500 (75% of credit line) [ RP 48]. Defendant further emphasized that "statements are not

admissible because they' re not properly identified and they're not referred to in the affidavit

whatsoever," [ RP 49]. 



The Court then ruled, denying Ms. Lukashin' s motion to dismiss on all five grounds, noting that unjust

enrichment ground would be an usury -type situation [ RP 50] instead. Citing Bridges, and relying on " the

billing statements and the affidavit of Ms. Williams and the admission in the answer ", the Court ruled

that is not unjust enrichment. 

In ruling on summary judgment motion, the Court discussed Bridges and stated: " Whether or not there' s

admission, what are the detailed billings, what are the payments, I find sufficient evidence ... to grant

summary judgment in the amount of $2, 058.44" [ RP 51]. The Court entered orders denying defendant' s

motion to dismiss [ CP 332 -333], order of summary judgment [341 -342], and order denying defendant' s

motion for CR 11 sanctions [ CP 334 -335] 

Ms. Lukashin filed a timely motion for reconsideration [ CP 343 -346] and support brief [CP 347 -356]. 

Hearing was held on January 27, 2012. Defendant raised the issue of misconduct of the opposing party

RP 57], issues off admissibility and identification of evidence offered by the plaintiff and proof of

mutual assent to contract, asserting that Capital One did not meet its burden of proof under Ryan. [ RP

58]. To summarize, defendant further stated that " the two key points is the evidence the court relied on

has not been properly identified and, thus, inadmissible, and the second is that, well the second is that

counsel misled the court on multiple occasions as the defendant has painstakingly shown on the record, 

and that the plaintiff failed to provide sufficient admissible evidence to prove the mutual assent to

contract..." [ RP 61 -62]. 

In response, Mr. Filer referred to the Bridges case, claiming that "... under two of the four prongs, 

specifically, Your Honor stated that Capital One had met its burden" [ RP 62]. Asked to discuss why Ryan

did not apply, Mr. Filer claimed the evidence is much different, further stating that "we have over two

years showing payments and purchases... We never had one declaration saying none of these charges

never occurred" [ RP 63]. Following up, defendant pointed out that "defendant' s duty to respond was

10



affidavits and specific factual contention arises only once the plaintiff has proven, and the defendant

alleges that the plaintiff has not proven or met his burden of proof on the Ryan ", further asking " Where

is the customer agreement ?" [RP 64] 

The Court then ruled, relying on the Answer to complaint, stating " there is an admission and that

negates the situation. That is very important in this case [...] answer is an admission as to having this

account with these four last digits [...] that negates certain situations. I' m not going to reconsider. I stand

by my decision. I think is correct, but I could be wrong. And if I am wrong, the court of appeals will tell

me." [ RP 64 -65] 

The Court entered the Order Denying Motion for Reconsideration [ CP 386 -387] on January 27, 2012. Ms. 

Lukashin timely appealed [ CP 389 -398], filing a notice of cash supersedeas [ CP 402 -403]. 

E. ARGUMENT

1. The Court erred when admitting voluminous copies of business records into evidence, since the

affidavit submitted by Capital One could not have possibly properly identified them, as required by

RCW 5. 45. 020. 

Whether copies of alleged billing statements were properly identified is the central issue on this appeal. 

As was noted above, there has only been one Affidavit by Jamie Williams dated April 16, 2010, a copy of

which has been submitted both with default judgment and summary judgment motions, which were

filed almost exactly a year apart. 

Mr. Filer, Capital One' s counsel, admitted in open court that the delay in the proceedings was due to the

fact that "...we' re in the process of obtaining documents because the defendant filed an answer." [ RP

11



141, further clarifying that-, We said we were in the process of get-tin more documents because of

recent case laW which was made." [ RP 161

It is reasonable to assume that a custodian or other qualified witness, in order for Capital One to comply

with RCW 5A5.020 requirements, could only testify to " its identity or mode •of its preparation" in case of

a document -actually filed with the court only if the document or a true and correct copy thereof was

available for inspection by that custodian or witness at (or before) the time the affidavit was signed. 

Further, it is reasonable to assume that, in order to properly identify a business record, such business

record must be explicitly mentioned in the affidavit, especially if the business records provided are

newly generated on the basis of ' books and records" the Affkiavit does refer to, P 19, CP 471, 

However, aside from ' Customer Agreement" [ CP 19- 20, 47-481, which was never provided, A-ffidavit

does not refer to any other specific identifiable documents, Thus, there is .absolutely rio evidence that

Jamie Williams actually reviewed any copies of billing statements or testified that thy are true and

correct. 

This position is strengthened by Mr, Filer's adrnission that, subsequent to motion for default judgment

hearing (since that was also the date M. Lukashin filed/ served her Answer, counsel and/ or Capital One

were ' getting more documerits because of recent case law vvhich was made." [ RP 16]. Since the only

new evidence introduced by Capital One consisted of the voluminous copies of alleged billing

statements, and since they Were clearly procured long after Jamie \ Williams signed the Affidavit, Capital

One' s competent witness could not have identified such copies and testify to the mode of the

statements' preparation, since even the need to obtain these records admittedly arose subsequent to

the date of the affidavit to comply with recent case law, 

12



Since the original affida t €t coulr not have properly identified newly produced business c

predated production of such records, the Court erred in athrtitting these records intcs evidence and

e €yin. 

Z The Court

evidence, fat

n therm [ RP 51: ) in granting the sr.rcnmary jtrdgrnent. 

red when granting sure mary judgment as td liab €lity as t relied on inadmissible

ri ly comp y with CR 56(e) requirements and/ or Brid es/ Ryan staa dard.. 

As discussed above, the volum o €s copies of alleged Wiling staterner , s lntr decd by Capital On were . 

not property identified, Thus, the only writer ce the Court. 

Affidavit by Jamie Ẁilliarts, hich

t?periy'base its ruling on vas the

0 ot be sufficient;, by itself, as neither signed or unsigned

contract, nor any other evidence pointing to acceptance of the and personal

acknowledgment of the account< as required by Bridg / Ryan, was presented. 

Furthermore, the Court should have. denied the motion for summary judgren3

6( e), which recur' . hat " f s] z turn or certif ied copies of ail papers or parts

affidavit shall be attached thereto or served therew th". Capital One had arnpie ti

a copy of «Customer Agreement" the Affidavit referred to,. and Ms, Lukasshin has

Customer Agree vent ? as riot provided ran rum rows occasions ih tier headings. 

The fact that the ' Customer Agreerne provided is also evident from

he fact that the

lof >rr Terre ' to irk >ar

a dear j to provide

rota that the

the fact that, while

Capital One seeks' attr rnt y fees €n the are our t ref S650.00 [ CP 101, and that the Affidavit states that

Customer

fees and costs to the extent permitted by law. „ [CP 20, CP 48], in the Order of Stain

l r rues Capital one to recove from lDefendant {s} reasonable attorneys" 

prop ed by Capital One, item 6, Plaintiff s attorney fees, is listed as $ 0.00. 
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ince tine contract ``is obviously central to this case, arid, fur-therrn re, would be required under both

ges and Ryan standards, the Court should have de led the sumrnary judgmentt motion sr,, at the . 

very east. c rntlnued the hearir ; so that Capital One could provic such evidence

in Ry ' tibank provi cied an affidavit signed by an goy that set forth the tcrta€ s[ r3 claimed was

owing, provided cr- pies of thirte nthly account statrersts, a:Iong with a six-page unsigned credit

card agreement (para. 3) C €tire; Bridges, th Court of Appeals, Div lion 1, reiterated the standard of

need iIs, either a sc ned cardn nber agree nt. € r evidence of can es €ied' checks or online payment

Mien er detai: d, iter ti ed proof of card Ursa

While Cap al One ,daims that it in et two of the four prongs in B how c.euld anyone be held

assenting tc a cardnenber agreement when agree . tent never provided? Furtherm rsr•e, them was

no evidence rrf cancelled ks or online payment documentation. Even 'though an alleged copy of the. 

statensent for the period ending August 17, 2006 lists CAPITAL ONE ONLINE ACH PAYMENT in the

arr aunt of $30 [ CP 49], tor exarrrple, this is no better than a simple "payment" notation deem d

tficier in Ryan. 1tcr ri:dn' t online payrrrentdocumentatiiion, as referred to by Ryan, mean specitic

sa ticrrr it fnrr ation to €nclude, for example, the n

drawn u

bank account the pay; 

As to the alleged admission by l ls, Luk her Ans er, Mr. F ler conceded that `<-; The don' t

acknowledge that they actually, have this account, which w uld be enough.'' [ AP 41]. 

ermo rrt he d that r

s; 

e r rle in Bridges applies to the adequacy of the baral< s ; nitiai

proof of assent to the car d Co €der a reer3rent<ànd does not depend on the purported c`ar'dfmid

response pare. 14). 
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Thus, in •conjunction with the fact that the copies of billing statements were not properly identified as

required by RCW 5.45.020, Capitai One has submitted only an affidavit of its authorized empioyee, 

which is dearly in Skiffi C E? nt under Bridges or Ryan standard, 

3. The Court erred as to the amount of judgment as there was no reason to simply pick the " New

Balance° amount from a 2008 alleged billing statement, when the set of statements was incomplete. 

Even when taking the evidence in light most favorable to Captal One (contrary to the requirement cited

in Ryan that "...the court must construe all facts and reasonable inferences in light most favorable to the

non-moving party..„1, the set of statements provided was incomplete; thus, there was a genuine

question as to the amount, especially given several recorded instances of a payment in full. 

To see -why the judgment as to the amount is inappropriate, iefs consider the following hypothetical

situation: Mr. A opens a credit card account and maintains it in good standing for several years.. After

one Christmas season, Mr, A has the balance of say $ 5,000, which is paid in full by the following May. 

The card never used by Mr, A again afterwards, and, unbeknownst to Mr. A, it (or its relevant

information) is stolen and used to incur unauthorized charges. The credit card company comes seeking

the $5, 000 balance that once was on the card several years later, providing statements leading to that

5, 000, but not the subsequent statements, even properly identng them per RON 5. 45,020 and

submitting an affidavit. Clearly, Mr. A would not be responsible for any of the charges (especially since

many credit card companies have advertised ' zero liability for unauthorized charges"), and wouldn' t

even dispute that he once had this account and made purchases on it, in the situation like this, this court

would grant the credit card company the judgment for $5, 000 plus costs and interest, which would

clearly he inappropriate. 

Thus, absent full accounting of all charges, fees and payments from the fast date the account is paid in

full, it is impossible to determine what amount, if any, is owed by the defendant on the account, even if

15



we assume for a minute that Capital One has met its burden of proof under Bridges or Ryan. Thus, the

Court erred when it entered the judgment in the amount of $2, 058.44 plus costs in the instant action. 

4. Capital One and /or its counsel committed misconduct that resulted in the Court' s granting

summary judgment in Capital One' s favor. 

Standard 6. 11 and Standard 6. 21 of ABA Standards for Imposing Lawyer Sanctions state that

disbarment is a presumptive sanction for violating them. Here, by submitting the original affidavit with

newly procured business records and subsequently arguing that such business records were properly

identified, Mr. Filer violated Standard 6. 11. By plagiarizing an entire section from the Plumb opinion in a

pleading submitted to the court and subsequently citing this case in open court, Mr. Filer violated

Standard 6. 21 by violating RAP GR 14( a), since the imputed intent was to mislead the court as to proper

identification of business records; and since the Court clearly relied on these business records in making

its original ruling [ RP 50 -51], serious injury to the opposing party and serious interference with a legal

proceeding took place. 

Ms. Lukashin has also pointed out that such conduct would constitute violations of RPC Title 3 ( Candor

Toward the Tribunal), Title 4, and Title 8 in her motions for sanctions filed with the Court, which the

Court had denied or stricken. 

In Wright v. DAVE JOHNSON INSURANCE INC. ( 2012), this Court very recently visited the issue of bad - 

faith conduct as one of the equity grounds for awards of attorney fees. We believe that Capital One

and /or its counsel demonstrated both procedural bad faith and substantive bad faith, particularly by

purporting to properly identify business records and arguing the Plumb case ( even though misconduct

was believed to be violations of RPC and court rules at the time, since Ms. Lukashin did not have the

benefit of this subsequent opinion of the Court of Appeals then). 
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5. Sanctions equai to imputed ttorney fees and/ or referral to disciplinary authority, hi addition to

dismissal with prejudice, are necessary to deter misconduct against pro se litigants

it is common Knowledge that economists have modeled c.hoices people make by stating that people

compare ex,Pected benefits (EB) and expected costs (Er) of their decisions. When the,re are several

possible outcomes, each associated with a certain probability p, the expected value of the choice would

be the sum of the. products of the probebility of the outcome and the value of that outcome. Let us

assume that the expected benefit B from bad- faith conduct 'is the same whaher opposing party is

represented by counsel or proceeds pro se. The expected cost would be zero if misconduct iS unnoticed

or not addressed; let us assume that the misconduct is noticed and sanctioned with a probability p and

sanctions are imposed -in the amount of C; the expected costs of misconduct would then be pC. Now, 

since reasonable attorney fees are often much larger than the amount at stake in litigation, potential

imposition of such sanctions serves as a serious deterrent against misconduct when dealing with a party

represented by counsel, in addition, the probability that misconduct is discovered and brought to the

court' s attention is much, much higher when the opposing party is represented by counsel (and

misconduct does not occur since B << pC), rather than when the opposing party is pro se. This court

recently, in Johnson ( 2012), discussed ' American Rule" and that bad faith conduct is one of the four

recognized equity grounds for awards of attorney fees, Thus, were Ms. Lukashin represented by col.insel

in the instant action, bringing a frivolous motion for .summary judgment could have triggered an award

of attorney fees. 

Given that debt collection defense estimates for a case resolved on summary judgment (using Fred

Martens legal fees as a guideline) are between $1, 800 and $4,500, normally expected to be payable in

addition to any judgment entered against a pro se party contemplating securing legal representation

with the best case scenario of the case being dismissed and judgment thus being zero), we have a very
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perverse situation where a law firm initiating a " Sala Claims' lawsuit in Superior Court would find it to

be to its advantage to engage in bad- faith conduct, as the expected cost (pC) of such bad- faith conduct

is very sr-nall, since both the probability of the conduct being identified and acted upon and the possible

amount of sanctions are much smaller when the opposing party is pro se compared to when a party is

represented by counsel, Plus, in a llsrnall claims" action coupled with ' American rule", it is almost never

optimal for a pro se defendant to secure le-gal representation (even if such defendant sees a 5O% ch. nce

of prevailing, committing to .paying legal fees that are approximately equal to the -value at stake would

be irrational) in the first place. in the instant action, the Court sanctioned Plaintiff' s counsel just S15O for

two failures to appear at scheduling conferences, declining to sanction Plaintiff for any other alleged

misconduct identified by Ms, Lukashn, 

What could be an effective sanction to deter misconduct by parties represented by counsel against pro

se litigants? Dismissal of the original action with preiudice might seem to be effective; but, by itself, it

would fall short of being an effective deterrent, if the bad- faith party could not have prevailed based on

the a.drni5sibie evidence without engaging in misconduct, dismissal would simply put such bad- faith

party in the situation where misconduct wouldn' t have occurred. Thus, the exPected net benefit of

misconduct if the case is simply dismissed on aPPeei, esPeofallY given the Srnali probability of a pro se

party actually filing an appeai, is still positive (calculated as probability that the decision stands

multiplied by the amount of judgment obtained). However, an aWard of SanCtiCMS in the amount of

imputed re s- nable attorney fees (based on market average rate and time that would have been spent

by an attorney/ legal assistant, for example) and or mandatory invocation of CJC 2. 15( B) to initiate

disciplinary proceedings against the :offending attorney could serve as on effective deterrent

disciplinary proceedings may have the effect of reducing expected lifetime earn:rigs of such attorney). 
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business records were properly identified, to find as to the amount, Ms. Lukashin requests that the

order granting summary judgment is vacated and the case is remanded for further proceedings; 

Taking into account the totality of bad-faith conduct or professional misconduct) on the part of Capital

One and/ or Mr, Filer personally, which has been alleged in the record, Ms. Lukashin respectfully

requests that, on remand, instructions are issued that the case is dismissed with prejudice under

unclean hands" or " equitable estoppel" doctrine, that Ms. Lukashin is awarded reasonable expenses

and sanctions in the amount equivaierit to imputed attorney fees (as has been argued in good faith

above to be in the public interest) for having to defend against a frivolous summary judgment motion

which would be the case if the business records are to be found not to be properly identified as

required by fitCW 54S.020) and having to subsequently bring in a motion for reconsideration and

motions for sanctions, which certainly took a lot of time, effort, and emotional distress. 

Ms, Lukashin further respectfully requests costs and fees on ;appeal; in addition, she requests, based on

the good-fait h argument for desirability of sanctions for attorney misconduct against pro se defendants

in general to serve as deterrent against otherwise " rational" misconduct, sanctions in the amount of

imputed attorney fees that would have been assoriated with bringing this eopeai. 

Dated this 14th day of June, 2012, Respec fully S M itted, 

igor Lukashin, 

or behaff of Heather r- Lukashin, pro se Appellant

3007 French Rd NW, Olympia; WA 98502
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